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Introduction 
America‟s public libraries strive to serve their local communities in a number of 
different ways, and fundamental to this service is programming.  The younger population, 
comprised of babies, children, and teens, has received amplified attention over the last 
few decades.  Libraries all over the country have increased the number of programs 
targeting the very young.  As more research has been conducted about the acquisition of 
emergent literacy, this type of programming is becoming more important.   
 Strengthening emergent literacy skills can lead to children performing better in 
grade school.  And currently, according to the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress, more than one third of fourth graders cannot exhibit basic levels of reading 
skills and one tenth fail to exhibit basic levels of writing skills (Justice 2009). Even more 
disturbing is that a disproportionate number of those unskilled children are classified as 
poor; more than half of the children who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch cannot 
read proficiently by the time they reach fourth grade (Justice 2009). A Portland study of 
local kindergartners concluded that, “40 percent of the children entering kindergarten 
were deficient in at least one of several tested areas, including verbal skills and cognitive 
development” (Broderick 2003). Despite these disheartening statistics, there is increased 
pressure on children to perform well at school.  For example, elementary school children 
are routinely subjected to standardized tests that evaluate their reading status 
(Rosenkoetter 2002). Compounding this poor performance in school is the fact that most 
families are busier and increasingly both parents are working outside of the home. Fifty-
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nine percent of children under age six live in families where all parents work (Albright 
2009).  To illustrate the negative side of this trend, more than 30% of American parents 
say they do not read to their preschoolers, even once a week (Rosenkoetter 2002). 
 The good news is that public libraries have the ability to become great equalizers. 
They and the programming they provide exist as a free resource available to all children 
regardless of their socioeconomic background.  Public libraries are unique in that they 
can, “close the „book gap‟ by providing children of all backgrounds access to high-
quality reading materials and rich language experiences” and the programming libraries 
offer, “provides access to a variety of reading materials and other activities that correlate 
to books, such as arts and crafts, songs, drama, storytelling, and puppet shows” (Celano 
2001). 
And, by targeting children before they reach school age we have the ability to 
help them with their school careers.  When done correctly, programs like baby time, 
toddler time, and preschool storytime have the ability to develop in children a love of 
books and reading, increase their vocabulary and intellectual capacity, introduce proper 
book care, increase circulation and patron use of library resources, educate and model for 
parents the use of books with their young children and introduce quality literature to both 
children and adults (Wyatt 2000). One study conducted within the last decade found that 
children who had been exposed to a library preschool program showed a greater number 
of emergent literacy behaviors and prereading skills than did those in a control group 
(Celano 2001). Specifically, toddler programming can, “set the stage for the development 
of increased attention spans, superior language development, and a love of literature and 
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libraries. Parents and other caregivers benefit also as they gather ideas for more learning 
activities at home” (Briggs 2008).   
As public librarians we want our programming to be as beneficial and effective as 
possible.  This paper presents an in depth examination of current toddler time practices.  I 
first examine the history of toddler times in the United States and the developmental 
characteristics of toddlers, as well as recommended best practices by current literature.  I 
then present a series of observations obtained from current toddler times to see if the best 
practices are being implemented.   In conclusion, this paper will provide suggestions for 
improving toddler time content and format to achieve maximum emergent literacy 
benefits for the audience.  
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Literature Review: History of Storytime 
Guidelines for librarians working with children date back to the early 20
th
 century. 
Sturm writes that in 1914 Frances Jenkins Olcott, “published a special edition of the 
Manual of Library Economy dedicated to „Library Work with Children‟” (2010). The 
pamphlet outlines basic service descriptions including book selection, administration, 
equipment in the library, hygiene, and cooperation with other institutions (Sturm 2010).  
She also describes the ideal personality characteristics of children‟s librarians: “Beyond 
magnetism and culture, she should be „cheerful, childlike, yet mature of judgment; she 
should be possessed of a sense of humor, and of justice…[and] she should base her work, 
not on sentimentalism, but on sound educational principle and on knowledge of the social 
conditions of the people whom she serves‟ because „not all of the enthusiasm or good-
will of an assistant can make up for a lack of culture or of sound theory‟ (Sturm 2010). 
Even as far back as 100 years, the idea is present that learning and fun should be 
combined in the library and facilitated by the librarian.  
The early 1940s mark the beginning of today‟s emergent literacy theories.  During 
that time, libraries started offering story hours “as a response to the emerging theory of 
„reading readiness.‟ Reading readiness was the theory that children needed to be mentally 
prepared for reading by being exposed to literature before being given physical books to 
read” (Albright 2009). Even then, nearly 70 years ago, the goal of the story hours was to, 
“begin a child‟s socialization with peers, as well as to foster a love of books and facilitate 
a child‟s adjustment to school” (Albright 2009). These story hours of the 1940‟s, 50‟s and 
60‟s, “began using many developmentally positive techniques, including dramatizing 
stories, repetition, and clapping to songs and rhythms. Librarians also used two of these 
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developmentally positive techniques to assist them in selecting books: rhythm (or rhyme) 
and repetition” (Albright 2009). While these programs were generally considered to be 
fun experiences, the idea that story hour could be an educational experience was also 
starting to be promoted. For example, in 1954 the Newark Public Library created a list of 
things children could potentially learn through story programming including enjoying 
looking at and listening to stories, talking in a group, listening to and following 
instructions, playing with others, being a follower, thinking and talking about problems, 
counting, distinguishing between colors, and practicing the concept of rhythm (Albright 
2009).  
In 1964, the Public Library Association‟s Subcommittee on Standards for 
Children‟s services published a document outlining the six main areas of librarian youth 
service: objectives, administration, personnel, services, materials, and physical facilities 
(Sturm 2010).  Interestingly, programming was not mentioned as a main area of service.  
1979 marked the publication of Linda Lamme‟s book, Raising Readers. She advocates 
reading to babies and young children stating, “a child‟s receptive language begins at 
birth, and parents have a great impact upon their child‟s language development if they 
talk, sing and read to their young children” (Wyatt 2000). In 1989 a document was 
published by, “the three divisions of the American Library Association (ALA) concerned 
with services to young people – ALSC (Association of Library Service to Children), 
AASL (American Association of School Librarians), and YASD (Young Adult Services 
Division, now the Young Adult Library Services Association or YALSA)” detailing the 
core competencies for youth service public librarians (Sturm 2010). The document was 
divided into seven major areas: 1) knowledge of client group, 2) administration and 
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management, 3) communication, 4) materials and collection development, 5) 
programming, 6) advocacy, public relations and networking, and 7) professionalism and 
professional development (Sturm 2010). Interestingly, programming has been deemed 
important enough to receive its own competency area in this document. 
Another major milestone was the focus of emergent literacy.  Rosenkoetter 
explains, “As recently as 25 years ago, people thought reading began in first grade, when 
children were „ready‟ for it.  Over time, however, that view has shifted.  They call these 
beginnings „emergent literacy‟ (2002). 
The year 2000 marked the creation of the Preschool Literacy Initiative, a program 
developed by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development and the 
American Library Association. The programs were comprised of, “sensory stimulation, 
parent/child narrative conversing, repetitive songs and games, and physically active play 
with infants were used [and] showed clear evidence of reading readiness over traditional 
venues” (Oser 2006).  
Even though storytime foundations have been in place for decades, it is only in 
recent history that research has been conducted to explore why such activities are 
beneficial to young children. The National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development named six early literacy skills important for a child learning to read: print 
motivation, phonological awareness, vocabulary, narrative skills, print awareness, and 
letter knowledge (Albright 2009). Perhaps the most significant skill recently developed to 
support emergent literacy is the concept of dialogic reading.  It is especially significant in 
that it was one method not implemented in the 1940s and 1950s. As Albright notes, 
“while traditional storytimes were not entirely composed of children sitting still and 
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being quiet…there was less interaction between the child, the librarian, and the story 
compared with today. Dialogic reading is a way of reading with a child that encourages 
conversation about the story…” (2009). This method involves the reader asking questions 
to the child throughout the book to further engage the child.  Examples might include 
asking children to identify colors, objects, or what might happen next.  
Albright also makes note of three current storytime trends. The first is “a shift 
away from enforcing smaller numbers of children at weekly storytimes;” the second is 
offering storytimes during nontraditional times, such as evenings and weekends, to 
accommodate working parents; and third is offering bilingual storytimes.  
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Literature Review:  Developmental Characteristics of Toddlers 
A vast amount of research exists regarding the developmental characteristics of 
babies and toddlers, and much of this research is focused on the process of learning to 
read. Dorothy Butler‟s research indicates that 50 percent of a person‟s intellectual 
capacity is developed before age four.  Her research also reveals that 80 percent of a 
child‟s adult vocabulary is developed by age five (Wyatt 2000).  From birth “infants are 
able to distinguish all the sounds in human languages even though their speech may be 
limited to gurgling noises. Through communication with parents, their perceptions 
become limited to the native language they will grow to speak, read, and write” (Wright 
2008).  According to Linebarger, “The abilities to understand and use language represent 
two of the most important developmental competencies that children must master during 
the first three years of life,” and “children‟s developmental trajectories associated with 
language learning are established early, are self-sustaining, and are resistant to change” 
(2010).  Fortunately, “Babies‟ brains are learning machines. They build themselves, or 
adapt, to the environment at hand. They learn what they need through taste, sound, 
motion, smell, touch, sight, and experience” (Oser 2006). Interestingly, “around 18 to 22 
months, the average child experiences a „word-learning explosion,‟ adding an average of 
nine new words to the language repertoire daily” (Linebarger 2010).  
However, this language development cannot occur if the child is isolated. Rather, 
the social interactions a child is exposed to provide the framework for acquisition 
because, “early language development is stimulated by the linguistic input that an infant 
hears on a regular basis” (Linebarger 2010). Everyday conversation between adults and 
children, through the adult‟s use of expansions, repetitions, extensions, responses and 
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questions that follow the child‟s interest, can enhance the child‟s language acquisition 
(Huebner 2000). A great instrument to help parents communicate with their babies is 
shared picture book reading, a type of social interaction that can imprint phonic sight and 
word patterns, and the “practice of holding a book and turning a page can imprint a sense 
of connection that something wonderful is associated with the reading material” (Oser 
2006). 
During the toddler years, children are acquiring print knowledge, “a 
multidimensional construct that refers to an array of understandings that emerge…before 
formal reading instruction” that includes “knowledge of the way print is organized in 
various texts and the functions it serves, the names and distinctive features of individual 
alphabet letters, and the expression of meaning and orthography through writing” (Justice 
2009). However, Justice cautions that the acquisition of print knowledge is greatly 
influenced by “parental involvement in children‟s school work and children‟s enjoyment 
of reading activities, parental beliefs concerning the importance and value of home 
literacy activities, the frequency with which children are read storybooks, and the quality 
of book-sharing interactions between parents and children” (2009).  Helping very young 
children with the very minute discriminations in sounds, visual symbols, and nuances of 
meaning helps prepare them for the process of learning to read during later school years 
(Rosenkoetter 2002).   
If the adult employs the technique of dialogic reading while book sharing, the 
language learning benefits greatly intensify. Dialogic reading is based on the use of 
evocative techniques that encourage the child‟s active participation, use of feedback to 
the child in the form of expansions, corrections, and praise, and progressive change to 
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stay at or beyond the child‟s current level of independent functioning (Huebner 2000). 
However, studies show that dialogic reading is not most parents‟ natural reading style; it 
is up to librarians to set an example from which they can learn (Huebner 2000). Another 
skill book sharing can cultivate in toddlers is inferencing, and that “embedding 
inferencing questions in storybooks can promote children‟s development of yet other oral 
language skills that rely, to an extent, on inferencing” (Van Kleek 2008).  
As noted above, babies and toddlers‟ preliteracy development depends heavily 
upon parent involvement. Brophy states that “more empowered parents may view 
themselves as role models and teachers for their children; and more reflective parents are 
better prepared to engage in the sensitive interactions needed to guide young children‟s 
growing awareness of their own and other‟s emotions” (2009). Similarly, Rosenkoetter 
writes that “reading emerges after instruction, in children who are well nourished and 
thriving in safe homes and neighborhoods, in children who are nurtured by strong 
families who receive the services they need from living in caring communities” (2002). 
Brophy writes that it has been suggested “emotional security within the parent-child 
relationship, as evidenced by mutual warmth and sensitivity during interactions, is the 
key to the development of young children‟s abilities to regulate their emotions and 
engage in socially desirable behaviors (2009).  
Celano writes that, “Exposing children to language and early literacy learning is 
critical to change the trajectory of academic failure that begins in early childhood and 
continues to spiral downward throughout later childhood and adulthood” (Celano 2001). 
According to Wyatt, “Most children are media trained, which means they are accustomed 
to video games, television, and computer games, all of which introduce color, sound and 
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pictures at a fast pace. They need other types of training to develop their imagination, 
creativity, listening skills, vocabulary, and attention span. Oral reading provides such 
training”. When describing the oral reading process, Soundy writes, “Although the child 
has not yet acquired language, he is participating in a communicative act, one in which he 
is learning the forms of social interaction and seeing the visual representation of his 
environment on the printed page” (1997).  
When conducting a study concerning screen media and language development in 
toddlers, Linebarger found that “infants and toddlers attended most to scenes with salient 
aural (e.g., applause; laughter; music; odd sounds) and visual features (e.g., bright colors; 
rapid movement; unexpected visual effects) while toddlers between 19- and 35-months 
looked longer at scenes with fewer salient features. In contrast, preschoolers (i.e., 
36 months) attended to scenes with fewer salient features and more central content (e.g., 
informative dialogue, attention-directing speech” (2010).  The study also observed that 
babies and toddlers “learn through repetition and consistency. They will practice over and 
over until they master  a new task, comprehend new content, figure out how a new toy 
works, or respond to and eventually initiate interactions with the important person‟s in 
their environment” (Linebarger 2010). Thus, repetition is a feature that must be 
implemented to help develop language interactions. Even more important to librarians, 
the study revealed that “language acquisition can occur regardless of the source  of 
linguistic input if key social cues and conventions match infants‟ and toddler‟s 
expectancies about how an exchange should or will unfold” (Linebarger 2010). 
Therefore, repetition of activities like fingerplays, songs and stories enhance a child‟s 
cognitive development (Briggs 2008).  
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It should also be noted that the toddler months are also a period in which the child 
begins working on the process of counting, which is a determinative precursor for later 
development of arithmetic abilities (Pieter 2009). According to Pieter, the elements that 
need to be stressed in toddlers are mastery of the stable order, one-one correspondence 
and cardinality principles (Pieter 2009). Often the books, fingerplays, and songs designed 
for this age group feature counting as a central theme, so library programming has the 
ability to aid in the development of both pre-arithmetic abilities and emergent literacy.  
Inhelder and Piaget write that birth through age two is the period in which sensory motor 
skills, such as coordination, touching, holding, and manipulation, are learned (1962).  It is 
also important to keep in mind Huck‟s writing, which states the toddler months are a time 
of rapid sensory development, limited attention spans, learning of basic self-help skills, 
learning of basic concepts and vocabulary, and are centered in self and the familiar 
(2001). 
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Literature Review:  Best Practices 
Several articles have been published in library journals offering suggestions for 
storytime best practices and several of them do tie the suggestions back to cognitive 
development.  
Much of the research focuses on the size of programs. Wyatt advocates using a 
sign-in sheet with parents‟ names and nametags for the children to help learn the crowd 
and to be able to call the audience by name” (2000). Hennepin County Library has their 
toddlers write their own name tags and encourages them to find their name each week as 
a method of reinforcing print awareness (Hennepin 2006).  Oser considers her lapsit 
program, for two through 36 month year olds, at capacity when attended by a total of 35 
parents and babies (2006).  McKenzie considers the attendance of eight to 16 babies and 
toddlers, not including caregivers, to be typical (McKenzie et al 2007).  Briggs 
recommends keeping toddler time crowds to no more than 15 (Briggs 2008). For larger 
libraries, several authors, including Middleton, advocate using a “ticket system” to instill 
some crowd control. After determining the maximum number of people to serve at one 
program, in Middleton‟s case 125, tickets are passed out on a first come, first served 
basis. Middleton writes, “For us, the system is invaluable, enabling us to easily keep our 
crowds in check and making our programs safer and more comfortable for everyone” 
(Middleton 2010). However Williams writes that large audiences of toddlers should be 
avoided (2007). 
 While a crowd as large as 125 may not be ideal, some strategies have been 
developed if the librarian is left with no choice. Several librarians advocate using 
microphones and PowerPoint slides in storytimes to project words, song lyrics and 
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images on a larger scale. Middleton writes that the reaction to the implementation of 
PowerPoint slides “was so positive that we began using PowerPoint to visually outline 
our storytimes. Slides now include special announcements, an introduction with the day‟s 
theme, book cover images, and the words to each song, rhyme, and fingerplay” 
(Middleton 2010). This is beneficial not only for sight, but because it encourages parents 
and caregivers to participate with the librarian. Regarding the microphone, Middleton 
writes, “Projecting one‟s voice to be heard over 125 people, three quarters of whom are 
under five, is yet another challenge. By the middle of our first session, we suffered from 
nasty bouts of laryngitis, and shouting week after week was only making things worse” 
(2010). Once her library decided to implement the microphone she writes “even though 
we felt a bit like Britney Spears or Hannah Montana we were finally able to speak 
normally and be heard by all” (Middleton 2010).  
Throughout the program the librarian should encourage parent or caregiver 
involvement because back at home “there‟s a good chance that the baby may get some of 
that important stimulation: repetition, consistency, parent gazing, acknowledgement and 
mimicry of babbling, active listening, verbal labeling of objects, and formalized reading 
in a dialogue fashion” (Oser 2006). Encouraging caregiver involvement can be done 
through visible lyrics and words to songs and rhymes. This sends a clear message of 
desired participation because “if…a mother views the storytime program as a 
performance by the leader, she may not participate in the interactive rhymes introduced 
by the librarian and her baby‟s participation will be constrained” (McKenzie et al 2007).  
Some suggestions concern the physical layout of the room. Rosenkoetter suggests 
that all environments in which toddlers and young children spend time should 
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“abundantly include print in one or more languages at children‟s eye level” (2002). 
McKenzie and Stooke advocate bareness and attention paid to child safety features in 
order to afford the librarian “an opportunity to create a safe space for very young children 
and a welcoming one for caregivers” (2007).  
Much has been written on the actual program format. Thomas notes that 
seemingly negative developmental factors such as “always in motion, limited to no 
attention span, noisy, lacking in language/communication skills” can actually be used to 
the librarian‟s advantage by implementing formatting techniques such as, “a break-neck 
pace; nonstop action; on-the-floor, eye-to-eye contact; a demand for parental involvement 
(for validation and reinforcement); a loud voice; a willingness to sing even though some 
of us may not be very good; and a lot of patience” (2008).  Also addressing the lack of 
attention span in toddlers, Briggs writes that toddler times should last about 20 minutes 
long, comprised of 10 very short activity components (2008). Wyatt advocates limiting 
toddler time to 15 minutes in length, and always including music, flannel board stories or 
story aprons, puppets, and fingerplays that count up or down (2010). Thomas writes that 
young toddlers will, “not typically be still very long, and if they are, it‟s at the beginning 
and not the end of a session. This means that if anything substantive is to be 
accomplished, it must be done at the beginning of storytime” (2008). 
As many activities as possible should be repeated throughout the program 
because, “Recent brain research shows that repetition of familiar actions and words helps 
young children form and maintain neuronal connections in their nervous systems…such 
repetitions are developmentally appropriate and also cognitively useful, building a 
physical as well as an affective foundation for later literacy” (Rosenkoetter 2002). 
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Thomas writes that in addition to repeating activities throughout the session, the overall 
format should be repeated each week because, “young toddlers appreciate and respond to 
sameness and a repetitive format. It provides them with some degree of predictability and 
comfort knowing the established environment when they return” (2008). 
Williams recommends using a consistent beginning and ending activity, as well as 
practicing the program enough times to achieve maximum eye contact with the audience 
(2007). The National Institute of Child and Human Development has established six early 
literacy skills that help children develop the later ability to read: print motivation, 
phonological awareness, vocabulary, narrative skills, print awareness, and letter 
knowledge (Wright 2008).  The Hennepin County Library reinforces print motivation by 
showing the children how to clap at the end of a story. They also suggest that print 
awareness can be encouraged by calling attention to the title and to words that repeat, or 
by tactics like turning a big book upside down and asking the children if anything is 
wrong (Hennepin 2006). Using flip-charts with the words to songs and rhymes typed out 
encourages print awareness and helps boost participation (Hennepin 2006). Hennepin 
County Library also stresses music as an important element of toddler time because it 
fosters movement, language and vocabulary; songs should be used that have children 
jump, stomp, walk, and turn (Hennepin 2006).  The library also suggests using materials 
that rhyme whenever possible to develop phonemic awareness; librarians can also have 
children fill in the missing rhyming words (Hennepin 2006).  Phonological awareness is, 
“the ability to hear and play with the smaller sounds in words using activities that play 
with rhymes, words, sounds, and syllables…Teaching children to manipulate the sounds 
in language helps them learn to read” (Wright 2008). 
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When reading aloud to the children, Van Kleek advocates asking toddlers causal, 
informational, and evaluative questions throughout the story because embedding 
inferential questions fosters other oral language skills like vocabulary depth, story 
comprehension, and classroom discourse” (Van Kleek 2008). However, Van Kleek also 
recommends keeping some of the questions at the literal level so the children, “succeed at 
answering questions about the information presented in books, and thereby encourages 
their participation in the interaction” (2008). Williams recommends reading oversized 
books or books with large or bright-colored pictures so everyone in the audience can see 
(2007). Marcus advocates looking for books with a good balance between text and 
illustrations because just the right amount of dialogue will, “avoid causing confusion and 
depreciating the story‟s value” and, “discussing the illustrations teaches children how to 
make determinations through observation” (Marcus 2002).  Justice stresses that the 
amount of time looking at print and talking about the print while reading, called print 
referencing style, boosts the young children‟s early literacy skills (2009). In fact, studies 
show that when preschool teachers read in this manner for an entire year, the children‟s 
print concept knowledge, alphabet knowledge, and name-writing ability was much 
greater compared to children being read to in the typical straightforward style (Justice 
2009).  
Briggs writes that music is essential to incorporate into toddler times because 
toddlers naturally love it, it is a very effective way to draw in a restless group, and songs 
make for easy transitions between activities (2008). She also advocates the use of 
fingerplays because they “focus attention at the beginning of a storytime and hold things 
together throughout. They work quite well as transitions between stories and help release 
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pent up energy. As an added benefit, when you perform fingerplays you are perpetuating 
a treasured folk tradition” (Briggs 2008).  
Above all, toddler times should be fun! In fact, “play appears to have two 
potential links to learning to read: it allows children to develop and refine their capacity 
to use symbols (or props) to represent life experiences and construct imaginary worlds, 
and it helps children develop a sense of narrative” (Oser 2006). 
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Methodology 
After familiarizing myself with the literature written about the history of 
storytime, toddler development, and current best practices, I was interested in 
determining whether the best practices theory was actually put to use. Were toddlers‟ 
developmental needs being supported by toddler times in public libraries?  I answered 
this question by observing several toddler times, creating field notes, and then compiling 
my results.  
This naturalistic research paradigm was effective because it allowed programs to 
be seen, “through the eyes of the participants themselves” and provided, “thick, rich 
descriptions of the process involved” (McKenzie et al2007).  McKechnie writes that, 
“participant observation, unlike the more traditional approach of querying adults about 
children‟s experiences, is identified as an appropriate and effective method for studying 
babies and toddlers in public library settings in order to explore these experiences from 
the child‟s own perspectives” (McKechnie 2006).  Observation is especially helpful 
because toddlers articulate their experiences and feelings much less with words and more 
by gesture and expression. Observation allows these subtleties to be recorded more so 
than an interview or survey could allow. McKechnie writes participant observation is 
appropriate and effective because, “Children‟s spontaneous, naturally occurring behavior 
may be observed and recorded and provides rich information about their interaction with 
library staff, materials, space, and services” (2006) 
Therefore I observed eight toddler time sessions at five different locations in two 
states. Branches were primarily selected based on access and the uniqueness of the type 
of program offered.  I made sure to arrive early, and thus conducted the observations 
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before, during, and after the actual programs. For each of the sessions, I sat as 
unobtrusively as I could, refraining from talking to any members of the audience. I was 
never noticed with more than a passing glance.Several previous researchers (for example 
McKechnie 2006, and McKenzie and Stooke 2007) followed the observational process 
with interviews; I decided this was unnecessary for my paper because I am concerned 
less with parent reactions and more with the technique of the librarian and the connection 
between the librarian and children during the toddler time programs. In order to combat 
challenges such as noise level and mobile children, McKechnie made sure to have three 
observers at each session spread throughout the room (2006). However, I decided against 
this strategy because I wanted my observations and note taking to be noticed as little as 
possible by the audience. McKechnie also recommends, “using pseudonyms in all 
research reports” in order to, “protect the confidentiality of babies and toddlers” (2006). 
While I do not address any child by name in my field notes, I also decided to implement 
this strategy to protect names of librarians and the libraries themselves.  
 There were several limitations to consider regarding my methodology. For 
example, I had to select my programs to observe based on accessibility. That limited my 
sampling area to one region of North Carolina and one region of New York. Another 
setback is that, due to time constraints, I was unable to view multiple sessions at the same 
library. Rather, I made observing a variety of different programs my priority. My 
research was also slightly hindered by unforeseen factors. For example, I originally 
wanted my data set to be divided equally between the two states. However, when I was in 
New York three of the programs I was scheduled to observe were unexpectedly cancelled 
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due to illness and low registered attendance. This left me with no choice but to add more 
North Carolina programs to my data. 
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Findings 
The following portion of the paper will describe the different programs attended. 
For concise tables of program formatting please refer to Appendix A. 
 The first program I attended took place in a branch library in central North 
Carolina; it is a fairly large branch located in a residential area and for this paper will be 
referred to as Library A. The children‟s section of the library was very cozy with an 
elaborate mural and special seating around an artificial tree that grew out of the center of 
the room. The programming room followed the tree motif and was supposed to look like 
a tree house: you entered through a small door off the main children‟s area, and the 
ceiling, painted with branches and leaves, was very high. The windows, which couldn‟t 
be seen through but allowed light to pass, were different colors.  However, toddler time – 
or any other regular programming – could not take place in this room because, according 
to fire code, the maximum number of people allowed at a time is 45. According to the 
librarian the room doesn‟t “meet the needs of the community” because their 
programming is attended by a much larger crowd than 45.  
As a result, toddler time is always held in an undefined space in the middle of the 
children‟s area. The program is offered four times per week, and is intended for children 
aged 18 months through three years. However, the program was also attended by older 
siblings in the three to five year old age range.  The librarian sat in a chair with the 
flannel board to her left and the CD player and puppet show stand to her right. Many 
children sat in a semi-circle in front of her, but there were children with toddlers farther 
out and wedged in between the low stacks. The program‟s theme was space and aliens, 
and it was introduced by an alien puppet who talked with a robotic voice. This is an 
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abstract concept for toddlers, one that does not reflect their daily life.  Only one activity 
in this program used music and gave the toddlers an opportunity to move. Also, the first 
book was too small for the crowd size, and though the text rhymed, the plot was too 
advanced and wordy for the age group.  These factors may explain the overall 
restlessness:  approximately 15 percent of the children were restless after the first eight 
minutes, and 30 percent grew restless after the first 15 minutes.  Interest definitely waned 
during the first story and during the flannel board activities. However, the librarian was 
able to gain back the children‟s attention with the rhymes and even the songs without 
musical accompaniment.  Words to each of the songs and rhymes were printed and 
displayed to achieve optimal adult participation, but they were very small for the size of 
the crowd and caregivers in the back could not have read along. However, parents at this 
session were very diligent in trying to keep their toddlers on their laps and engaged, and 
they all participated in the activities.  
The second book read during this program was much more age appropriate. She 
settled the crowd down by having them all say “1,2,3 shhh” and I overheard one parent 
telling another that her little girl started saying that phrase at home. The second book was 
more effective because it was simpler, bright and colorful, and had interactive pages (lift-
the-flap, pull-the-tab, etc.). The most unique activity this program offered was the puppet 
show – it was the only program I observed that used one. While it only lasted three 
minutes, the children became very antsy and loud during it.  In fact, it became quite 
difficult to hear the librarian towards the end.  However, this was probably due to the fact 
that the alien subject matter and dialogue was too advanced for them despite the fact that 
the librarian was enthused and used a variety of engaging voices for her characters. 
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 The second program I attended was called “Rhyme Time” at a regional library in 
central North Carolina.  Throughout this paper I will refer to this location as Library B, 
Program 1. This program was very unique for a number of reasons.  First of all, it did 
implement the ticket system:  for each session the librarians print out 100 tickets and they 
are available on a first come first served basis.  They do this to ensure they cap the 
audience at 100 children. The programming room was large and devoid of decoration 
except for some plain benches along the parameter, a large flat screen television, and an 
extra large flannel board.  The windows, as well as the door, were frosted to allow for 
more privacy. Before the program started, toddlers were running around the room and 
shouting; parents were socializing with each other.  The program was also unique in that 
it was by far the most high energy program I observed. It was composed of twenty 
different segments, as opposed to the other programs I observed which contained 15 
segments or less. The flat screen television flashed the guidelines and relevant 
announcements so the librarian did not have to waste time reciting it; she just went in to a 
very high energy greeting and then dancing song. The words to everything – songs, 
rhymes, and chants – were posted on the television screen to encourage maximum 
participation from adults. Another unique component was the closing ritual: after singing 
a goodbye song, the librarian walked around the room blowing bubbles while the children 
danced to music and interacted with the bubbles. The toddlers were completely 
captivated by the bubbles, and they began to socialize with each other at this time.  Many 
people stayed quite a while after the program ended. 
 Most of this program centered around music – songs with CD accompaniment 
that were loud and encouraged dancing, wiggling, and making noises. While the children 
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clearly had a wonderful time, their attention wasn‟t captivated in quite the same way as 
traditional storytime components. In fact, when it was time for quieter activities such as 
the picture book read aloud, they had a hard time settling back down.  However, the 
librarian seemed prepared for this and read the book walking around the room rather than 
in a seated position.  Again, the pictures were almost impossible to see in the back of the 
room, although the length and plot were very age appropriate and the text rhymed.  The 
energy and noise level also seemed to discourage caregiver involvement; they were more 
apt to let the toddlers run wild while they socialized in the back with other adults. Also, 
there was no central theme to the rhymes, songs, and the one book that was read.   
 I viewed two different sessions of this program, and while it was obviously very 
popular, sometimes it felt more like an aerobics class for toddlers and less like a library 
program.  In fact, the children were most engaged during the quieter songs that were sung 
without CD accompaniment but still required movement.  It was then that they were 
participating but in a focused way, concentrating hard to follow the librarian.  
 I viewed a second program at Library B entitled Just for Threes; I will refer to it 
in the paper as Library B, Program 2.  Tickets are not required at this program, but pre-
registration is strongly encouraged. This is because they like to cap the children attending 
around 35 and they like each child to wear a nametag that reflects the program theme.  
Because pre-registration is encouraged, most of the tags are made up ahead of time and 
kids get to look for their names on the outside door. An extra supply is kept for walk-ins, 
though. This program followed a more traditional format, but it still allowed for plenty of 
movement.  It was unique in that the librarian used a mail box as her prop to introduce 
the theme.  The kids chanted a rhyme prompting her to open the mail box and retrieve a 
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clue from inside.  The theme was camping, and so the clues were pictures of a tent and 
sleeping bag.   
 Another thing this librarian did well was, by controlling the inflection and volume 
in her voice, she was able to get the toddlers quiet and seated which allowed for smooth 
transitions between energetic and quiet segments. She also encouraged participation at 
every opportunity. For example, during the two picture book read aloud segments she 
encouraged the children to act out different things the characters were doing.  She asked 
them questions about the plot and the illustrations. This audience was one of the most 
engaged I observed; in fact the only disturbances came from talkative parents and much 
younger siblings. Segments requiring stillness or concentration were followed by 
movement activities. Her program featured a game with imitation marshmallow props 
and also some of her songs were accompanied by slideshow pictures on the television 
screen.  She too had the words to everything posted on the screen, and also closed by 
blowing bubbles to music, and then stamping the children‟s hands.  
 Due to accessibility I was able to observe several programs at Library C, a very 
large regional library in central North Carolina. All of the programs took place in the 
same programming room: a very large, open space with many windows, soothing colors, 
and an expansive mural. However, there is one setback to this room:  an elevated 
platform area with shallow stairs that are very wide.  The problem lies in the fact that the 
librarians do not perform on the platform. Rather, the audience sat on it, the stairs, and 
cascaded down on the floor. Those steps proved to be distracting and dangerous for many 
little ones.  Several children were constantly moving up and down them, a precarious 
situation for people still learning to walk.   
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The first program I observed was a special toddler time in accordance with Fire 
Safety Month, and it strayed from the usual format. Throughout the paper I will refer to 
this program as Library C, Program 1.  The program was a much quieter experience than 
those previously observed, and it is also worth mentioning that the crowd, consisting of 
42 toddlers and caregivers, was engaged but very subdued. This may in part be attributed 
to the rainy weather.  The program was intended for toddlers aged 18 months through 
three years old, and it kicked off with a familiar opening song, “The More We Get 
Together”, followed by a flannel board rhyme designed to get the toddlers seated. The 
song required clapping and the rhyme required some hand gestures.  She then introduced 
the theme, fire safety, and read the first book.   The first book rhymed, had a simple plot 
with words that were fun to say and hear, and large colorful illustrations. While the 
librarian did not make use of gestures or dialogic reading, almost all of the toddlers were 
still and paying attention. She followed the book with a song that required movements 
and made use of flannel props.  She also did an excellent job of explaining the 
movements before the song started, resulting in strong participation. Next came the 
special portion of the program: she introduced the children to an actual firefighter.  He 
came into the room in plainclothes, but proceeded to put on his equipment for the 
children.  He explained how it worked in very simple terms, and the children were 
completely captivated.  He had a very strong presence and said he wanted the kids to see 
everything he wore so they would not be afraid if a fireman ever had to come to their 
house.  He explained to them the importance of not hiding from firefighters during fire 
emergencies.  Then he let them touch anything they wanted.    The librarian then read 
another book about fire safety, and again she did not take advantage of an opportunity to 
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include movements and interaction between the children and the book.  Because of the 
special guest, she omitted the closing song and ended with just a hand stamp.  
I observed the second program, which I will refer to as Library C, Program 2, 
several weeks later.  It was a traditional toddler time intended for those aged 18 to 36 
months. There was no ticketing system or registration requirement, and about 75 people 
were in attendance.  Interestingly, at this library the crowd spread out over the entire 
room, and parents were not as attentive to their children.  Many toddlers sat by 
themselves. The librarian welcomed the crowd with a friendly greeting, briefly went over 
some guidelines, and then began the session with an opening song that required clapping 
to the beat and some movement.  She then used an ABC rhyme to get the crowd quiet and 
seated.  
A unique element to this program was that the theme was introduced by the 
librarian and her stuffed animal, a cat that had become an obvious friend to the children 
and was a constant at this librarian‟s toddler times.  First the librarian asked the children 
to help find her (she was hiding in a basket behind the librarian‟s chair) and then the cat 
whispered what the theme was.  As soon as the cat came out of hiding, the toddlers 
moved closer to the librarian and remained there for the duration of the program.   
During the first book, a very short story about buses, she employed dialogic 
reading to keep the crowd engaged.  Next, they did a rhyme that used flannel props.  
Rather than traditional movements, the rhyme was accompanied by very simple 
American sign language.  She taught the signs before they did the rhyme, and then she 
repeated everything several times.  By doing so, nearly all of the toddlers participated.  
She read two more stories that were interspersed with three different songs that allowed 
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the children to stand up and move and / or walk around the room.  The second book was 
equally short, but before she read it she gave a brief explanation about bridge structures.  
It was interesting to see that as soon as the words became too difficult for them to 
understand, they started to get fidgety.  However, they settled back down once she began 
reading.  The third book was about getting around on horse, and she asked caregivers to 
hold the children in their laps so they could bounce them depending on how each 
character in the story rode. 
Another unique part of this program was that it was the only one I observed to 
feature a bilingual component. In fact, none of the libraries I visited offered any bilingual 
storytimes.  During this program, she did the popular fingerplay “Open, Shut Them” first 
in English and then in Spanish.  The Spanish words were posted for parents to follow 
along. And, though she knew almost none of the toddlers could pronounce the Spanish 
words, she encouraged them to use the same gestures in each version so they could begin 
to understand.  She repeated this portion each week so the children could become 
increasingly familiar with the Spanish words. She concluded the program with a goodbye 
song and a hand stamp.   
The third program I observed there, referred to as Library C, Program 3, was a 
Preschool Storytime that served as a good basis of comparison.  It was intended for 
children aged three to five, and there were 25 in attendance.  The librarian greeted the 
children and introduced the guidelines in a funny way:  she asked the kids to turn off their 
cell phones and to keep the big person they brought with them quiet.  These children all 
sat independently from their parents and were not afraid to get very close to the librarian.  
The program included three movement songs with CD accompaniment, flannel rhymes, 
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and three books.  Perhaps the biggest difference was that the books were longer, and it 
was amazing to see how much more easy it was for these children to sit still and give 
their undivided attention.  In fact, the only fidgety children were siblings far too young 
for the program.  There was a huge difference between the attention spans of the toddler 
program and the preschool program.  With the flannels, she employed more advanced 
techniques like counting backward as well as forward.   
Another interesting thing was that this theme was about monsters.  Unlike the 
alien toddler time, these children were able to appreciate an abstract theme.  This 
librarian was also good about repeating the content of her program.  She used the same 
movement rhyme to transition to the picture books throughout the program, and she 
repeated all of the flannel activities.  One of her movement songs repeated the same short 
verse but just got progressively faster. Her closing rhyme was also particularly good in 
that it asked the children to identify, and then wave, various parts of their bodies. She too 
ended her program with a hand stamp.   
 The next program I intended to visit was a branch library located in western New 
York. For the purposes of this paper I will refer to it as Library D.  It is comparable in 
size to Library A.  However, when I arrived at the location I was told the program was 
cancelled due to the librarian being sick.  The other librarians working that day “didn‟t 
feel up to it” and so no one filled in.  Over the course of a week, this illness resulted in 
the cancellation of three programs I intended to observe, including one evening pajama 
toddler time.  Because the program was supposed to start 15 minutes after the facility 
opened, this left no opportunity to call ahead before arrival.  This resulted in the 
disappointment of several little ones.  However, since this library encourages pre-
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registration, the librarians were able to contact a number of families and notify them of 
the cancellation in advance.  
The next program I observed took place at Library E, a western New York branch 
facility slightly smaller than Library A.  It was a toddler time program intended for two 
and three year olds and was very unique in the fact that children are required to pre-
register for the entire duration of programming, which they refer to as “the semester.”  
Despite there being only 13 toddlers present, they accept no walk-ins.  The conditions of 
this facility were by far the most dismal of any that I visited; the programming room was 
small and bleak with only one small window.  It is also worth mentioning that the 
operating conditions were also dire:  I overheard two librarians discussing that they were 
facing the loss of 18 hours of operational time as well as staff layoffs. 
The librarian sat on a chair outside the room, with a puppet prop that stayed the 
same throughout the semester, and she greeted the children as they entered.  At this time 
she also gave them a hand stamp and their name tags.   
Once inside, the parents sat on chairs around the perimeter of the room and the 
toddlers sat independently on the “story rug.”  She opened the program with a movement 
rhyme and then introduced the owl theme. She immediately read the first book, and did 
so in a very interactive manner.  The nametags coupled with the fact that pre-registration 
ensured the same crowd each week allowed the librarian the luxury of calling the children 
by name and asking them individual questions.  However, her voice was very loud for the 
space; at times it felt like she was shouting although the children did not seemed bothered 
by her technique. The book, Owl Babies, was very age appropriate and in fact the 
children moved closer to the librarian as the story progressed.  This was followed by a 
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fingerplay that did not rhyme; at this point the kids became increasingly fidgety and one 
child started pulling on the story rug.  She then showed them a plastic owl with 
illuminated eyes.  The children were very excited by this.  This segment was followed by 
a flannel board activity with an interesting twist:  she passed out felt owls to each of the 
children.  She then called them by name and they got to come up and put their owls on 
the “fuzzy board”.  She asked each child to name the color of their owl, and the whole 
crowd cheered when they were finished.  As each child placed their owl on the board, the 
librarian repeated the line, “with a pat, pat, pat” and soon the toddlers started saying it 
with her.  After everyone had his or her turn, they counted the owls.  She then asked, 
“what do the owls say” and they hooted back to her.   
There were two other very unique elements to this toddler time:  it included a 
craft and then a snack.  The craft took place in the middle of the program, and it was a 
segment not seen in any of the North Carolina programs.  The toddlers made paper bag 
owl puppets, but much of the prep work had been done ahead of time.  The children 
simply had to glue on the head and multi-colored feathers with glue sticks.  Then they got 
to color the head with crayons.  The children loved picking out colors, and using their 
hands.  All of them were deeply engaged and, since it relied heavily on parent 
involvement, they got to interact with adults one-on-one.  When the craft was complete, 
they put on their puppets and walked around the room “talking” to each other in owl 
language; they were engaged and socializing.  This was followed by the snack:  the 
toddlers held out their hands and she scooped some animal crackers into it.  This was the 
only toddler time I observed with a food element to it.  She followed this by another 
picture book, entitled Look Who’s Counting, but the toddlers were unable to settle back 
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down.  To compensate for this she read standing up and increased the volume of her 
voice so it felt even more like shouting.  Next on the list was a “wiggly” fingerplay and, 
although it didn‟t rhyme, this provided the children with an opportunity to identify 
various parts of the body.  The closing ritual consisted of reciting “Where is Thumbkin” 
followed by the toddlers returning their nametags to the puppet.  Despite the craft and the 
snack, the program still only ran 30 minutes.  This was also the only toddler time I 
observed in which a pamphlet was given to caregivers outlining the program objectives 
as well as dates and corresponding themes.  
 The third library I visited in western New York will be referred to as Library F.  
While it was the smallest branch I visited during this paper, it was very clean, well 
stocked, and inviting.  This branch also advocated pre-registration so they could ensure 
toddler time does not exceed 15 children.  However, because attendance does not usually 
reach capacity they also accept walk-ins.  Before the program began, the librarian showed 
me the programming kit on which the program was based.  This library system has 
developed kits, arranged by theme, that circulate throughout the county.  The kits include 
books, toy props, puppets, songs, rhymes, games, and flannel pieces.  The librarian 
requested the zoo kit, and then supplemented it with books from her own collection.   
 As the toddlers arrived, their first task was to look for their nametags and then 
they received a hand stamp that corresponded to the zoo theme.  While they were waiting 
for others, one little girl attempted to socialize by asking two other girls for their names. 
However, they were too shy to respond so the little girl went back to sit near her father!  
The librarian did not use an opening song or rhyme; rather she immediately began the 
first book, which contained large colorful photographs of zoo animals. She did not follow 
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the text; rather she walked around the room first giving clues about the animal and 
getting the children to guess at what they were about to see.  They were engaged and very 
enthusiastic throughout the book.  The librarian then introduced them to a very large 
stuffed tiger toy, which was part of the kit, and her approach was unique.  Each toddler 
got to greet and touch the tiger, which helped calm them down and keep them focused.  
The librarian was very good at not rushing through the activities, and allowing the 
children as much time as they wanted. She then read her next book, Goodnight Gorilla, 
and although it contains little text, she made the story come alive through interactive 
questions and encouraging participation from everyone.  When she got around to reading 
her third book, the children were very excited, expressing it vocally, because the other 
two had been so much fun.  
 The next portion of the program focused on movement.  First, the children each 
got to pick a small stuffed zoo animal to borrow. They then danced to a CD song with 
their animals.  They then played a game of “zoo pokey”.  Each child had to identify the 
unique feature of their animal they wanted to “put in” and “shake all about”.  The last 
activity was a very simple craft.  They simply had to put stripes on a bare zebra using 
markers and they were very excited to do so.  After completing this, they all sang a very 




 Several things appeared to work very well and support both the developmental 
and best practices literature.  For example, all of the programs were developed with an 
awareness of the toddler‟s short attention spans and need for movement by keeping the 
programs advancing with short activities.  Another example is, with the exception of the 
librarian at Library C, Program 1, everyone employed dialogic reading strategies.  This 
enabled the audience to remain engaged while getting the most out of the read aloud 
experience. However, there were a few missed opportunities. For example, when the 
librarian at library F was sharing the first picture book, rather than just ask the children, 
“who has a long neck and…” when referring to the giraffe, she could have furthered the 
learning process by then having them find their own necks.   
Another positive aspect of the most of the programs was the themes.  
Rosenkoetter writes, “A reader takes the sounds of known words and compares them with 
words on the page.  Then the reader is ready to put those words with personal experiences 
to make meaning: „C-A-T, oh cat!‟ Experience with cats helps the child to guess the word 
and the meaning of the word more quickly…” (2002). Therefore, it is imperative that 
when developing emergent literacy skills we must choose topics that are familiar in the 
toddler world.  Therefore themes like fire trucks, owls, things that move, zoo animals, 
and even camping are appropriate.  However, Library A‟s choice to do an alien theme 
was perhaps too abstract for this age group and this was reflected by the audience‟s 
general inattentiveness.  
 There were a few program elements worth mentioning that would be nice to see 
more universally implemented.  For example, despite Albright‟s prediction that bilingual 
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programming is the way of the future, only one program offered even a basic bilingual 
element:  Library C, Program 2‟s English and Spanish “Open Shut Them”.  This is an 
excellent, and unintimidating way to introduce children to a second language.  With the 
ever rising number of Spanish-speaking Americans, this familiarity is becoming a 
necessity.  
Another element is the posting of rhyme and song words.  Library B was by far 
the best at providing this service to caregivers; it is the best way to ensure maximum 
participation.  While Library A attempted to do this, the print was far too small for the 
size of the crowd and room.  While every library may not be able to afford the television 
system, words should be posted large enough for everyone to see.  An example of this is 
the Spanish words in Library C, Program 2.  They were handwritten legibly on a huge 
piece of poster board.  This should be done for every activity that requires audience 
participation. Other options include posting words on giant flip charts, or passing out 
lyric sheets for adults to hold in their hands.  They could be collected at the end of the 
program for reuse.  
The craft portions found in the New York libraries were also a good idea to 
implement universally.  They were successful because they were carefully selected based 
on age-appropriate levels of difficulty.  If they had selected activities that required more 
than coloring and basic gluing, the toddlers probably would have become frustrated and 
discouraged by the difficulty of the task.  Rather, the activities selected were exciting to 
the children, things they could succeed at, and clearly helped to develop basic motor 
skills.  
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There was a huge discrepancy between the size of the programs, and it was not 
necessarily due to the size of the surrounding community.  Library B Program 2, Library 
E and Library F all made conscious efforts to keep the audience small.  There was a clear 
correlation between the size of the crowd and the inattentiveness of the toddlers, even 
despite innovative strategies like those used by Library B, Program 1.  During the very 
large programs at Library A and Library B, toddlers who sat up front were quiet and 
engaged longer than those towards the back of the room.  Larger crowds clearly hinder 
the limited attention spans of children.  In fact, prior to the start of Library A‟s program, I 
heard one mother explaining to another that they had to make sure to arrive early so they 
could sit up front because otherwise her daughter “gets too distracted”. At the smaller 
programs, like those seen at Libraries E, F and Library B, Program 2, the librarians were 
able to develop special relationships with the attendees. Size also has a great effect on 
what activities can be done.  It would be close to impossible to create even the most basic 
craft with an audience of 50, let alone 100+ toddlers. Therefore, to achieve maximum 
benefit, a group comprised of 10 toddlers or less is optimal, but at the very least I 
recommend toddler time never have more than 25 children. 
I would also recommend several elements not previously seen or discussed. First, 
there is a lot of science behind the why and how of children‟s programming.  The link 
between the importance of certain activities and their impact on child development is not 
always obvious.  Therefore, youth service librarians should be required to take a child 
development class as part of their curriculum.  If we are better trained, we can make our 
programs as beneficial as possible.  Second, programs should include hand outs for 
parents and caregivers explaining why and how toddler time activities aid in their child‟s 
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development.  By educating the adults, we are ensuring these practices will be continued 
at home, enabling the child to receive maximum benefit from our efforts.  For libraries 
using the television system, tips and information could be included at the end of the lyric 
slides. Third, it would be great to include activities that feature adults reading to children 
one-on-one.  For example, the librarian could pick a central theme and collect many 
different picture books related to the theme.  In addition to group songs, rhymes, and 
fingerplays, caregivers and parents could then read to their child while the child is sitting 
in their lap.  This would make for a program that included both social and intimate 
moments. It would also intensify dialogic reading benefits.  However, implementing an 
idea like this would again depend on the size of the crowd; it would certainly work best 
in smaller groups.  Lastly, I recommend focusing more attention on the size and structure 
of the programming room.  Expansive sterile rooms only beg children to run wild in 
them, and rooms designed to host children should never have dangerous or distracting 
elements, as seen in Library C‟s steps and Library A‟s lack of confined structure.  Rather 
than always modifying our behavior to match those of the toddler, we can help calm them 
down for the programming experience with attention to size of surroundings, lighting, 
distractions, and intimacy. 
In summary, based on my observations as well as my own professional 
experience I would recommend that the following be included in all toddler time 
programs:  a variety of short activities that include times to move as well as times to be 
still, very simple themes relevant to the lives of toddlers, bilingual elements whenever 
possible, posting of all rhyme and song lyrics, occasional simplified crafts, and stringent 
enforcement of small crowd sizes. I would also recommend the following innovations: 
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child development classes for youth service librarians, hand outs to caregivers and 
parents explaining why the various activities are beneficial to their children, designated 
time for adults to read one-on-one to their children, and smaller, more intimate 
programming rooms devoid of unnecessary distraction. 
 Several questions are left for future research.  My study was based on short term 
observations; there is need for a study that studies the effects of different storytime 
methods on toddlers over time.  Another area that should be further researched is the 
correlation between movement activities and literacy.  We know toddlers need to move 
and we know how emergent literacy affects them as they become older, but we do not 
know how the two things impact each other.  Another thing is a comparison between 
traditional programs like those found at Libraries A, C, E and F and more modern 
programming like Library B, Program 1.  It is certainly an innovative program style, and 
appealing to both caregivers and children, but at times it felt more like a toddler exercise 
class. It is important to know long term effects of this programming on children versus 
traditional programming. Librarians will have to discern the long term solution to 
reconciling public demand with appropriately sized programs to achieve maximum 
benefit for the children. 
 Storytime programs are developed with the best intentions to serve the youngest 
members of a community.  With some fine tuning, we have the ability to ensure that these 
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Appendix A:  Format Structure of Observed Programs 
 
Library A 
1. Opening “good morning” song 
2. Greeting and guideline review 
3. Introduce theme through puppet 
4. Rhyme to transition to book 
5. Repeated rhyme 
6. Picture book read aloud 
7.  Flannel board 
8. Song 
9. Movement song to CD 
10. Fingerplay 
11. Picture book read aloud 
12. Flannel board 
13. Puppet show 
14. Closing “goodbye” song 
15. Hand stamp. 
Total Attendance: 97 
Total Running time: 25 minutes 
 
 
Library B, Program 1 
1.  Greeting from librarian/ rules flashed on television screen 
2. Opening song 
3. Dance song  
4. Sing along movement song 
5. Song 
6. Song with slight movement 
7.  Picture book read aloud 
8. Dance to music 
9. Quiet song sung without music 
10. Rhyme 
11. Rhyme 
12. Repeated rhyme 
13. Movement rhyme 
14. Sing along movement song 
15. Tickle rhyme 
16. Song with flannel props 
17. Movement rhyme 
18. Closing song 
19. Dance to bubbles being blown 
20. Hand stamp 
Total Attendance: 100 
Total Running time: 30 minutes;  
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Library B, Program 2 
1. Welcome and next week‟s registration reminder 
2. Opening song with movement 
3. Introduce theme with prop and rhyme 
4. Picture book read aloud 
5. Dance song 
6. Dancing game with props 
7. Silly dance contest 
8. Fingerplay 
9. Picture book read aloud 
10. Movement song 
11. Blew bubbles and danced to music 
12. Hand stamp 
Total attendance: 35 kids and their parents 
Total running time: 30 minutes 
 
 
Library C, Program 1 
1. Welcoming and guidelines 
2. Opening song with clapping 
3. Opening rhyme for sitting 
4. Introduce theme 
5. Picture book read aloud 
6. Song with flannel props and movement 
7. Special guest and demonstration 
8. Picture book read aloud 
9. Hand stamp 
Total attendance: 42 
Total running time: 35 minutes 
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Library C, Program 2 
1. Greeting and guidelines 
2. Opening song with clapping 
3.  Rhyme to transition to sitting 
4. Introduce theme with puppet 
5. Picture book read aloud 
6. Rhyme with flannel prop and sign language movements 
7. Repeated rhyme 
8. Song with movement 
9. Picture book read aloud 
10. Movement song with flannel props 
11. Bilingual finger play 
12. Picture book read aloud with movement 
13. Movement song 
14. Closing song 
15. Hand stamp 
Total attendance: 75 
Total running time: 30 minutes 
 
 
Library C, Program 3 
1. Greeting and funny guidelines 
2. Opening song with movement 
3. Sitting Rhyme 
4. Picture book read aloud 
5. Flannel board 
6. Movement song 
7. Flannel board 
8. Dancing song 
9. Repeated sitting rhyme 
10. Picture book read aloud 
11. Rhyme with flannel board 
12. Flannel board hiding game 
13. Goodbye rhyme 
14. Hand stamp 
Total attendance: 25 









1. Greeting from librarian and puppet 
2. Hand stamp 
3. Opening rhyme with movements 
4. Introduce theme 
5. Picture book read aloud 
6. Finger play 
7. Performance with prop 
8. Flannel board with toddler participation 
9. Craft 
10. Socialize with each other and craft 
11. Snack time 
12. Picture book read aloud 
13. Finger play 
14. Rhyme 
15. Closing ritual 
Total attendance: 25 total; 13 toddlers 




1. Opening ritual 
2. Hand stamp 
3. Introduce theme 
4. Picture book read aloud 
5. Interaction with puppet prop 
6. Picture book read aloud 
7. Second picture book read aloud 
8. Dance with props, movement, and music 
9. Game with props and movement 
10. Craft 
11. Closing song and ritual 
Total attendance: 9 
Total running time: 30 minutes 
